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'Canalside to Camley Street' Consultation Response  

Rochester Conservation Area, September 2020 

RochesterCA1@gmail.com 

Rochester Conservation Area has campaigned for recognition of the character of the whole 

historic Camden Town estate – see CamdenTownHistory.info:  

 

 

 

This response to 'Canalside to Camden Street' (CCS) follows earlier detailed responses to the  

2020 Camden Site Allocations plan,  

2019 Electoral Wards Commission revisions,  

2016 Camden Local Plan,  

2015 London Plan and  

2013 Camden Site Allocation plan,  

as well as to individual site applications in Royal College Street. 

 

 

 

http://www.camdentownhistory.info/
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In summary 

Location 

Camden Town should not be included in 'Canalside to Camley Street' (CCS) because 

1. CCS does not match the approved Council policy 

2. Camden Town has different planning needs from Camley Street 

3. Royal Mail does not intend to develop their large site 

4. Camden Town requires protection though a full Conservation Area  

Connectivity 

Attention is needed to support walking, cycling and disabled mobility into the 'triangle' of 

Camley Street by 

1. improving the junctions at St Pancras Way, Agar Grove and Kings Cross 

2. using CIL to improve pedestrian use and stop cycling on the Canal towpath  

3. making efficient use of the railway connectivity and not a walkway on the North 

London Line  

Quality of place 

Planning is needed to improve services of east Camden 

1. particular need for a Health Centre and elderly care facilities 

2. how will Camley Street development contribute to Camden more widely? 

 

Appendix 1 – History 

Appendix 2 – Perspectives from the Camley Street Neighbourhood Forum Plan  
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Introduction 

 

Canalside to Camley Street Supplementary Planning Draft is a complex document. It seeks 

to give coherence to development of inner-urban land within the difficulties of British 

planning law. There have been previous SPDs, eg for Kentish Town, and Camley Street is 

adjacent to Kings Cross which has been subject to considerable development control. 

Camden Council is also increasing its engagement with land development. Approved policies 

provide legal support for Council decisions. Site Allocation Plans provide a map. CIL and 

other revenues and the growth in voting population provide a spur. 

However, geographical proximity can hide marked differences. The Midland, Great Northern 

and North London railway lines are major barriers, separating east Camden from west 

Islington; and the lines meeting at Camley Street make it one of the most isolated land sites 

in London. 

This Response is presented from the perspective of Camden Town, which surrounds the 

west side of the site.  The Camden Town sector is significantly different in history and 

character and should not be included with the Camley Street guidance just because it is 

nearby.  

Appendix 1 gives an historical perspective. Appendix 2 gives support to the Camley Street 

Neighbourhood Forum perspective. 

 

The Response is divided broadly into the three perspectives of the CCS – Location, 

Connectivity and Quality. 
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Location 

Camden Town should not be included in the Canalside to Camley Street SPD because 

 

1. the CCS does not match the approved Camden Local Plan  

Under the heading 'Camley Street', the Local Plan considers 'the east side of Camley Street, 

between Agar Grove and the Regent's Canal' and the west side of Elm Village. Both were 

included in the Neighbourhood Forum's consultations and Plan.   

The Local Plan then stated that 'The Council will produce a Vision/ Planning framework, and 

that 'It [grammatically, the Council not the Vision] 'will also consider how change could fit in 

with the wider area'. 

Thus, the Council's Local Plan identifies two separate matters – (i) the Vision/ Planning 

Framework for Camley Street and (ii) how change will fit with neighbouring areas. By 

including 'wider areas', the CCS does not match the approved Council policy. 

 

2. Camden Town has different planning needs from Camley Street 

The Historical Summary (Appendix 1) shows the proposed CCS land has four different 

histories and character 

> Elm Village / Agar Town: ex-goods yards, the land was built in the 1980s as a secluded 

residential suburb with limited access. 

> Camley Street: isolated beside the Midland Railway, ex-goods yards, with poor north and 

limited south access. Currently wholesale industrial estate with new development already 

beside the Canal. 

> St Pancras Vestry land: very narrow at the north, developed on the Canal with high-rise 

block, widening to the parish land and hospital to the south. The former GPO sorting office 

and St Pancras Hospital are development sites but constrained by the Canal and Midland 

railway line. 

> Camden Town sector: lying across the River Fleet, some ex-industrial sites, well 

connected with the whole Camden Town estate.  
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The policies of the Canalside-Camley Street SPD boundaries cannot be uniform across the 

whole area.  For example, the following statements in CCS do not apply to Elm Village and 

Camden Town: 

- 'The wider Kings Cross development context will be used to assess the suitability for tall 

buildings'  

- 'Inefficient and poorly designed uses of land on the edge of Central London' 

- 'Large, inward looking and impermeable single use sites' 

- 'Streets have weak and inactive street level frontages - created by servicing 

points, walls and blank elements of buildings' 

- 'The quality of St Pancras Way is heavily compromised by a disordered character; 

exacerbated by the one-way system'. 

 

3. Royal Mail do not intend to develop their large site 

 

In November 2019, in their response to application 2019/4201/P for development of Pratt 

Street, Royal Mail wrote to Camden Council: 

 

 

 

 

 

Parcel delivery business is increasing. Royal Mail local provides a significant service to 

Camden residents and businesses, as well as employment.   

Camden Council should not include this site within the SPD for development. The existing 

low height for the site should be welcomed, retaining sunlight onto St Pancras Way and 

balancing the Regency housing (some Listed) adjacent and opposite. 

There remain deep concerns about adjacent developments. 

 

St Pancras Commercial Centre 

Development for this site was approved after application 2019/4201/P.  Yet the proposed 

block is excessive in mass for Camden Town and deeply damaging to the view southwards 

from St Pancras Way. It presents a vast obstruction of the open space and sunlight, as well 

as taking the historic curved grass frontage (which could be properly landscaped).  

The Council's Report to Committee at the decision meeting listed the objections of two local 

Conservation Area Committees without comment; but it quoted supportively and extensively 

'Royal Mail would like to reiterate that we have no intention of 

relocation of the Central London LD from its current base and 

that, consequently, there is no prospect of such development 

coming forward … the site allocation is inaccurate.' 
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from the 'impact assessment' paid for by the applicants, describing the existing buildings as 

an “inhospitable” townscape, of “hostile nature of the local public realm”, while the 

development would 'establish a positive presence on the skyline". 

 

The description fails to acknowledge that the 'active public realm' inside the St Pancras 

Commercial Centre with small businesses for local users. Instead, it promotes concrete 

superblocks which monetise the view from St Pancras. 

 

 

 

 

By approving the 'development', the Council expects to gain £4 million in capital, as well as 

future annual rates: 

• Because the proposal falls 60% short of the Council's minimum requirement for open 

space per resident, the Council will gain from a 'fine' on the developer - £248,186.   

• Since the development will "introduce a substantial increase in new residential and 

office related trips", the Council will receive, for 'pedestrian, cycling and environmental. 

improvements' - £460,000.  

• Because it is a very large building, the Council will receive a Community 

Infrastructure Levy of - £3,391,860. 

 

 

Bangor Wharf 

Another development on land once in public sector ownership (national electricity company). 

The wharf was named for the Welsh slate brought by Bangor company. It is strategically 

sited at the turn of the Canal, opposite the Constitution pub and the towpath.  

The developers' proposals for another housing block have been locally criticised. The first 

proposal was rejected by the Council and further proposals not yet approved. Regent's Canal 

is a Conservation Area: Bangor Wharf to be developed in a form that respects its historic 

aspect – of view, character and public utility – rather than as primary commercial 

opportunity. 
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   A 1970s 'canal view' from Baynes Street (LMA Collage 110676) 

 

Additional note: The CCS document may wish to review its labelling of the picture on page 

18 entitled 'Lyme Terrace'. It was 'Canal View' (alternately Canal Terrace) in the Ordnance 

Survey, until demolished. The terrace of Lime View is just visible from Highstone Mansions 

on p. 19. The picture above shows the across to Canal after the Council demolished the 

Regency terrace. 
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4. Camden Town requires a full Conservation Area to protect its character 

St Pancras Way is the historical western boundary between Camden Town (Cantlowes) and 

St Pancras estates. Conservation areas were policies of Labour governments in the 1960s 

and 1990s. It is now recognised that the early focus on old buildings was too limited and 

that the whole urban development is relevant. 

In the map below (from the LCC Survey of London, 1937), the 'demesne land of Cantlowes' 

is the land across the Fleet valley included in Lord Camden's 1787 Act of Parliament. 

However, the conservation areas are not coordinated to respect this heritage and central 

and southern parts of Camden Town are without protection: 

   

The Council should also reconsider the process which enabled neighbourhood fora for 

Camley Street and Somers Town but denied North Camden Town and Royal College 

proposals.  
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Connectivity 

Cycling access and walking the canal 

In the CSNFP survey few respondents regarded their connectivity as 'poor' (p. 14). In line 

with the Council's healthy streets policy, the junction at Camley Street and Barker Drive is 

closed for cars but allows pedestrian and cycle access, separating the two sectors. 

The CCS suggests higher density housing for Camley Street. But the site is at a distance 

from public transport. Cycling and walking cannot meet the needs for larger families and 

people with disabilities, and post-Covid web-shopping deliveries.   

Attention is needed to support walking, cycling and disabled mobility into the 'triangle' of 

Camley Street and better use of the railway lines for east-west transport from Camden 

Road. 

 

1. improving the junctions at Agar Grove, Kings Cross and St Pancras Way 

 

Agar Grove 

The current entry point at Agar Grove, Camden New Town is dangerous for cyclists and 

pedestrians and needs attention.  

There could be benefit from a bus route north/south from Camley Street, connecting Agar 

Grove Estate and passing through Camden New Town to Brecknock Road shopping: local 

people still use the 'shops up Brecknock'.) 

The second tunnel built under the HS1 / North London lines should be used, and rebuilding 

of the former Queen's Road up to Agar grove.  

 

Kings Cross 

The southern entry is equally challenging. The bridge built over the Canal from the Kings 

Cross campus looks very pleasing but entry to Camley street is down into dark tunnel with 

pedestrian railings.  
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The footway has a dangerously narrow corner where the vehicles turn left fast downhill. 

Past the Coroner' Court it curves and makes a sharp corner up to the oblique bridge with a 

challenging gradient.  This junction needs serious re-designing to create a safe and pleasant 

cycle route. 

 

St Pancras Way 

The cycle path on St Pancras Way was built before Elm Village.  The cycle route across from 

Baxter Drive to Georgiana Street is dangerous. Equally, the St Pancras Way track connection 

with Agar Grove / Baines Street is dangerous and cyclists are increasingly cycling directly 

forwards, and across Camden Road to Kentish Town, into one-way A-road traffic.  

 

   
 

Hoardings under the bridge are a distraction and should be removed in line with Camden 

Council's advertisements policy along, with external preservation / restoration of the bridge 

and railway goods building. 
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2. using CIL to improve pedestrian use and stop cycling on the Canal towpath  

With a safe, surface-level "cycle route" created, cycling should not be allowed on the Canal 

towpath. For example, under the Oblique bridge the corner is narrow and blind. 

  

 

Moreover, the volume of pedestrians walking and using hire cycles now, especially visitors, 

makes the towpath dangerous where there is movement at differing speeds. 

 

 

3. making efficient use of the railway connectivity and NOT creating a 

walkway on the North London Line 

With improved cycling and pedestrian access between Camden Town and Kings Cross, there 

is no need for a walkway along the railway line.  

 

 Instead, there should be more efficient use of the railway line junction. The rail network 

within the SPD is incompletely considered within the planning context: 
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> The North London Line, and Camden Road station, has capacity for four rail lines yet at 

present only two are used, mixing the Overground with freight.  

> The line on the bridge at Camden Lock and through Camden goods yard, which connects 

to South Hampstead and west London should be re-opened for passengers. 

> The Overground line to south London (New Cross, Crystal Palace) should be extended 

from Caledonian Road and Highbury stations to Camden Road Junction.  

> The HS link lines, the central feature of the land east of Camley Street, yet almost 

unused, should link Stratford International with Old Oak Common.  

 

The CCS SPD is concerned with more efficient use of land. Camden should engage with the 

rail authorities, in the public interest, to use of the existing rail track to improve services and 

Camden Road station a 'hub' for east-west rail transport. 

 

 

 

 

Quality of place 

 

1.       The planning process should identify locations to create a competent Health Centre, 

for small local elderly care facilities and for other community services for people in east 

Camden. 

London Plan (December 2019 version) recommends 'assessing the need for new health and 

social care facilities' including GP and community health services, and children's, residential 

and care homes.   

> the nearest health centres are Fitzrovia, Soho and West Hampstead    

> There is no GP or health centre in Camden Town. The GP practice within St Pancras 

Hospital has only one GP available at a time (12 half-day 'sessions' per week total); 

otherwise the closest are Chalton Street (Somers Town) and Wigg (Kentish Town).  

> No data appear to exist on the location or provision of elderly care for south Camden 

 

The Council's web page Where's my nearest? shows a marked lack of community facilities:  

> the nearest community centres are 67 Plender Street and 156 St Paul's Crescent;  

> the nearest day centres are at Camden Square, Camden Town and Somers Town 

> The nearest parent and toddler groups are at Camden Square and Plender Street 

> A lack of nursery schools is shown below  
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2. the CCS should demonstrate how Camley Street location development will contribute 

provision to east Camden residents more widely. At present  

- nearest independent schools at Swiss Cottage.  

- nearest swimming pool at Kentish Town.  

- nearest tennis courts in Bloomsbury 

- nearest cinema in Parkway 

- nearest bookshops at Kentish Town, Camden High Street and York Way. 

 

Given St Pancras is a hospital, an ambition would be to create the level of services available 

in Belsize Park near the Royal Free. 

Camley Street development should include a vision of improving east Camden's suburban 

'quality of place' service levels 
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Appendix 1 : History 

Once upon a time there was a view across the Fleet valley from the hills of St Pancras, 

countryside which Oliver Goldsmith, walking to Kentish Town by foot, called 'a fine 

champaign country, well-watered…'   

  

 

The valley of the River Fleet runs southwards. The Canal and railways built on the higher 

east side: 
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The land of Cantlowes manor (yellow in plan below), developed by the Lords Camden from 

1790, lies across the valley. Pancras manor (blue), fields until, in 1810 ,William Agar created 

Elm Lodge and later Agar Town, is on the higher east side, the hill of St Pancras Church. 

Further east, to Maiden Lane (white) the land, fields until the 1860, was held by St 

Bartholomew's Hospital. West of Camden Town High Street, (pink) the land was slowly 

developed by the Lords Fitzroy (Southampton) from 1780s.   

 

 

The east side of the Fleet valley is steeper than the west side. The ancient road, St Pancras 

Way, ran beside the river on the higher bank to escape the floods.  It turns sharply up an 

escarpment, crossing the Regent's Canal at Greys Inn Bridge and make a further turn 

between the former Cantlowes and St Pancras manor houses.   

 

The Veterinary College (for horses), with pasture and water from the Fleet, was one of the 

earliest buildings (1791) in Camden Town. Beside it, College Street was set out straight 

towards Kentish Town. 

 

From the double lock at Kentish Town Road, the Regent's Canal curls beneath the five road 

bridges of Camden Town and then passes almost straight across the St Pancras land, 

without needing a lock until reaching Kings Cross. Because of the hill, the east side, with the 

towpath, has a retaining wall, while the west side had low-level wharves connected to St 

Pancras Way. The Canal was completed in August 1820.  
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The North London Line built in 1850 and widened in 1870 also runs west-east, above 

Camden Town, with five bridges and a station. It connects by points with the Great Northern 

railway, the HS1 and Kings Cross station.  

 

St Bartholomew's land was bought by the Great Northern Railway. Queen's Road was built 

from Agar Grove (then St Paul's Road) southwards down to meet Cambridge Street (see 

map below) – this old field boundary is now Camley Street. The Midland Railway was 

tunnelled below Camden New Town and under the North London Line in the 1860s. While 

roads on Agar Grove estate were retained, the connection to Camley Street was lost. 

 

            

       

 

 
 

Railway lands, 1850s, 1880s and 1910s. 
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Appendix 2 : Perspectives of CSNFP 

Canalside to Camley Street (CCS) seeks to provide supplementary planning guidance for the 

Local Plan. The Examiner of the Camley Street Neighbourhood Forum Plan has made 

recommendations for revision of the Plan, now the Referendum version.  

There are fundamental differences of opinion between the current businesses of Camley 

Street and the would-be developers. Camden Council is a major land-holder and has 

expressed interests for mixed purpose development. The Council's policy for its sites is ‘to 

deliver new homes, including genuinely affordable housing, an increase in employment 

space, new open space and generate income to help fund council services and contribute to 

the delivery of affordable housing elsewhere in the borough’ (SC/2019/50). 

The CSNFP seeks to retain the existing food park on economical rates. Camden Council's 

'Asset Strategy and Valuations Team' wishes to maximise both housing and financial return 

for the Council's income. These are poorly compatible objectives and the Examiner for the 

CSNFP made compromise advice which needs to be included in the CCS.  

The CSNFP recommendations should continue to be negotiated, for local justice, rather than 

overridden by political control through the CCS. 

Moreover, the Council's policy SC/2019/50 appears to ignore the Council's wider 

responsibilities, especially since the commercial sites of Camley Street have already built 

substantial quantities of high-density housing. Camley Street lacks a contribution to east 

Camden yet will be drawing from the surrounding neighbourhoods.  

Alternative uses for this publicly owned land could contribute to both wider Camden and 

London interests – community facilities such as sports provision at scale for an Olympic 

sport; a well-resourced GP health centre for east Camden's community to match the 

inpatient care facilities of St Pancras Hospital site; academic facilities either for research or 

practice, such as a College for Food and Health which includes the NHS catering training as 

well as sciences of the Knowledge Quarter. There should be imaginative proposals for this 

public asset rather than just more housing.  

 

There should also be improved thinking on high density on the Camley Street site 

• The London Plan states: 

< 3.9.1:  high density does not need to imply high rise  

< D9/B/2:  locations and appropriate tall building heights should be identified on maps in 

Development Plans. 

• Camden Character Survey (p.23) stated:  

'Block morphology and building height have a huge impact on the character of an area' 

• The casual circles of 'Camley Street' on CCS page 1 are inaccurate and misleading.   

 

 

 


